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Change in agricultural values
1982/83 to 1995/96.
An atlas of Western Australian statistics
Prepared by





This information was prepared in a limited time frame. Though every effort was made to
check the information as it was compiled, errors may occur when manipulating large sets of
numerical data. The main data limitations are discussed in the report. The numbers are a
general guide only, however the authors would lik..e to be advised of any gross errors.
( , ," .'.
Commel1ts onho~~p,i~,ip~fqrm~~i8nWigh; be iwproved w?uld also be a.ppr~ci~ted. The
authors 'can be contacted ell Kgriculture Western Australia. ' .
Access to information
For many uses, it is recommended that the primary statistical information be consulted. This
may be accessed from many libraries or purchased on individual sets of floppy disks, or more
recently on compact disc from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Agriculture Western Australia can also provide a limited amount of summary agricultural
statistics to assist Local Government and regional planning on a cost recovery basis to assist
rural planning.
Copies of this publication are available from Publication Sales, Information Services,
Agriculture Western Australia, 3 Baron-Hay Court, South Perth 6151. Inquiries can be made
on fax (08) 9474 2018 or telephone (08) 9368 3729.
Two previous agricultural statistics."~tl~s¢s" are also available in this series: The Atlas of
Western Australian Statistics for 1993/94 and for 1994/95 (Van Gool and Runge 1996 and
1997)
@ Chief Executive Officer, Agriculture Western Australia 1999
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CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
This publication has been prepared for Agriculture Western Australia's Sustainable Rural
Development (SRD) Program. Western Australia has been divided into six SRD regions, (see
figures 2 and 3). These regions are administrative boundaries used by the program to guide
funding and on the ground activities, hence they are used to summarise the time series
agricultural values in this report for 25 different agricultural commodity groups.
The time series of gross value of production (GVP) is vital for any strategic planning
involving agricultural activities. To predict land resource requirements for agriculture, and to
estimate the environmental impacts on land resources used by agriculture, knowledge of
historical GVP trends is important.
Why use real (1995/96) values?
GVP data is often compared over a period of time to highlight agricultural growth. However,
the effects of inflation can significantly distort this picture. In this publication the Australian
Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE) index of prices received by
farmers, available for each commodity, is used to reduce this distortion in an attempt to
provide a realistic overview of the value of agricultural industries over time.
Figure 1 shows the nominal (actual) GVP for WA more than doubled from $2.2 to $4.5
billion. However, in real terms (1995/96 values) the growth was from $3.5 to $4.5 billion,
















'82/83 '83/84 '84/85 '85/86 '86/87 '87/88 '88/89 '89/90 '90/91 '91/92 '92/93 '93/94 '94/95 '95/96
Figure 1: Nominal and real ('95/96) gross value of agricultural production
Perhaps unexpectedly, in the late 1980's the two graphs converged due to high prices received
for both cereals and wool. (see prices received figures in Appendix 1). Following a marked
downturn in cereal markets in 1989/90 there was a substantial collapse in wool prices in
1990/91. This had the impact of reducing the prices paid index by approximately 25 per cent.
AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 8218310 95/96
Such fluctuations highlight the difficulty in analysing the diverse and volatile agricultural
sector.
Report layout
Local authority map diagrams
Presented are two map diagrams which show the change in GVP between 1982/83 and
1995/96, on a Local Government basis for each commodity group. Each pair of map diagrams
includes an overview of the state, plus an enlargement of the south west corner, which also
lists the eight shires with greatest increase in GVP.
Sustainable Rural Development region graphs
After each pair of map diagrams there are two pages of time series graphs for the same







The SRD regions often follow shire boundaries, but sometimes also follow physical water
catchment boundaries, such as the Blackwood Catchment. As GVP figures are a general
indicator only, the shire data is simply apportioned to the SRD region that contains the
greatest area of any given shire. The data attributed to each SRD region is also shown on
figures 2 & 3 on the following pages.
Below each set of time series graphs there are two pie charts showing the distribution of
agricultural activities in each SRD region in 1982/83 and in1995/96.
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f
Key to Grouping of Shires within SRD Regions
south-west Western Australia
-- SRDboundaries
-- . Shire bdUhdaries
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.Agricultural values data sources
This report summarises time series agricultural value of production compiled on a shire or
local government area basis for all of WA for 14 consecutive years from 1982/83 to 1995/96.
The information compiled in this report utilises GVP values initially prepared by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). ABS figures from 1991/92 to 1995/96 are obtained
from Agstats on floppy disc. Prior to 1991/92, GVP figures were manually entered from
computer print outs obtained from ABS. In some cases this information was incomplete, or
available only as summaries e.g. for total crops. This was compared to commodity data,
which is available on floppy disc dating back to 1982/83, so that the 25 commodity groups
used in this report could be derived. The dollar values are real values calculated from the
original $GVP values using ABARE Index of prices received relative to 1995/96. The actual
ABARE figures used are listed in appendix 1. There are also brief notes about the 25
commodity categories used in appendix 2.
Local government data used on the map diagrams
Local Government areas are the smallest units readily available throughout Western Australia,
hence this information is used on the map diagrams in this report. However when using
agricultural statistics on a local government basis, the user should be aware of major
limitations which include:
• ABS figures make general assumptions about agricultural values that are applied
uniformly to agricultural commodity information across the state. Usually this gives a
reasonable estimate, but in some cases local variations in the economy may be important.
• Some activities may be underestimated. As a fairly extreme example vegetable
production can be underestimated by as much as 50% by ABS figures in some Local
government areas (see Van Gool D. and Runge W. 1996. Atlas of Western Australian
agricultural Statistics. Agriculture WA miscellaneous publication 15/96). However for
other commodities the underestimates would be much less than 50%. It should also be
noted that despite this underestimate, the relative value of production in each shire is still a
good indicator of production and growth trends.
• There are differences in the collection of agricultural census information over time. For
example information about areas of land irrigated was collected in 1993/94, but not in
other years.
• Some (minor) boundary adjustments of Local Government areas have occurred.
• Activities making a small contribution to overall agricultural production are excluded.
This is decided using the estimated value of agricultural activity as a cut off point. The cut
off points are as follows. 1982/83 to 85/86 - $2,500, 1986/87 to 90/91 - $20,000, 1992/93
- $ 22,500, 1993/94 to 1995/96 - $5,000
The differences in estimated value of agricultural activity have little impact on activities
such as wheat production. However some horticultural activities which have large
numbers of part time or smaller producers may be significantly affected.
The map diagrams prepared for this report indicate the real change in agricultural values in
1982/83 compared to 1995/96 on a Local Government area basis. Despite the limitations of
time series information (discussed above) it is never the less very useful for indicating
changing trends in the agriculture regions of WA.
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Key to Local Government Authorities
south-west Western Australia
27 Yalgoo 100 Melville
28 Sandstone 101 Gosnells
30 Mullewa 106 Armadale
31 Mount Magnet 107 Cockburn
32 Chapman Valley 109 Corrigin
35 Greenough 111 Serpentine-Jarrahdale
36 Geraldton 112 Kwinana
37 Morawa 113 Kondinin
38 Perenjori 114 Brookton
39 Mingenew 115 Wandering
40 Irwin 116 Rockingham
41 Three Spring 123 Pingelly
42 Carnamah 124 Murray
43 Mount Marshall 125 Mandurah
44 Yilgarn 126 Kulin
45 Dalwallinu 127 Boddlngton
46 Coorow 128 Wickepin
47 Dandaragan 130 Cuballing
50 Moora 131 Lake Grace
51 Mukinbudln 132 Ravensthorpe
52 Westonia 133 Waroona
53 Koorda 134 Williams
54 Wongan - Bal 135 Narrogin
55 Victoria Plains 137 Harvey
56 Dowerin 138 Dumbleyung
57 Glngin 139 Collie
58 Nungarin 140 Wagin
59 Trayning 141 West Arthur
60 Wyalkatchem 142 Kent
61 Goomalling 143 Dardanup
62 Chittering 144 Bunbury
63 Merredin 145 Capel
65 Toodyay 146 Woodanllling
66 Kellerberrin 147 Donnybrook-Balingup
67 Tammin 148 Katanning
68 Cunderdin 149 Boyup Brook
69 Wanneroo 150 Jerramungup
70 Northam 151 Busselton
71 Swan 152 Kojonup
73 York 153 Gnowangerup
74 Bruce Rock 154 Broomhill
75 Mundaring 155 Bridgetown-Greenbushes
76 Narembeen 156 Nannup
77 auairading 157 Augusta
78 Stirling 158 Tambellup
79 Bayswater 159 Cranbrook
84 Belmont 160 Manjlmup
85 Kalamunda 161 Albany
92 Beverley 162 Plantagenet
97 Canning 163 Denmark
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Change in real GVP - Total agriculture
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 40,000,000
$ 20,000,000 to 40,000,000
$ 10,000,000 to 20,000,000
$ °to 10,000,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agslals & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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Change in real GVP - Total agriculture
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Lake Grace (S) 52, 328, 000
2 Esperance (S) 48, 432, 000
3 Manjimup (S) 41, 445, 000
4 Wanneroo (e) 40, 679, 000
5 Gnowangerup (S) 36,567,000
6 Kulin(S) 33,550,000
7 Wyndham-East Kimberley (S) 32, 086, 000





$ 20,000,000 to 40,000,000




Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Total agriculture ($'000 ·1995/96 values)
'82183 '63184 '84185 '85186 '86187 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '9CV91 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94/95 '95/96
'82/83 '83184 '84185 '85188 '8&'87 '87/88 '8&'89 '89190 '9M11 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94195 '95198
'82183 '63/84 '84185 '85'86 '86187 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '9G'91 '9t192 '92/93 '93194 '94/95 '95/96
Total agriculture 1995/96 real GVP $4,479,000,000
5thn Rangelands
2%
Source: ABS·Agslals and ABARE-Index of prices received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Total agriculture ($'000 ·1995/96 values)
'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85186 '86187 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '90191 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95196
'82183 '83184 '84/85 '85186 '66167 '87/68 '86/68 '88/60 '8M11 '91/92 '92193 '9:>'94 '94/85 '95/96
Total agriculture 1982/83 real GVP $3,374,000,000
Source: ABS·Agstats and ABARE·lndex of prices received
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> 0 (positive)
-10 to 0
- 50 to -10
-100to-50
< -100
Change in total number of agricultural activities
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
D
•
Source: ABS-Agstets & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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Change in total number of agricultural activities
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)






























- 50 to -10
-100 to - 50
< -100
(
Source: ABs-Agstats & ABARE· Index ofprices receIved
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Sustainable Rural Development Region
Number of agricultural activities
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'82183 '83184 '84/85 '85/88 '86187 '87188 '86189 '89190 '9<Wl '91/92 '92/93 '83/94 '94/95 '95/98
Number of agricultural activities 1995/96 - 14,000 farms
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•
D
Change in Ha • Total agricultural activities
1982/83 to 95/96 /1995/96 values)
> 500,000 ha
1 ha to 500,000 ha
o (no change)
- 500,000 ha to - 1 ha
< - 500,000 ha
Source: ABS-Agstats &ABARE -Index ofprloes received
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Change in Ha - Total agricultural activities
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 East Pilbara (S) 1, 383, 000
2 Carnarvon (S) 1, 243, 000
3 Wyndham-East Kimberley (S) 942, 000
4 Halls Creek (S) 787,000
5 Meekatharra (S) 455, 000
6 Leonora (S) 412, 000








1 ha to 500,000 ha
o(no change)
- 500,000 ha to - 1 ha
< - 500,000 ha
(
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Sustainable Rural Development Region
Total area of agricultural activities (ha)










'82163 '&3184 '84/85 '85186 '86/87 '87188 '8&'89 '89/90 '90191 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94/95 '95196
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•
D
Change in real GVP - Wheat for grain
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 15,000,000
$ 10,000,000 to 15,000,000
$ 5,00,000 to 10,000,000
$ 0 to 5,00,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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Change in real GVP - Wheat for grain
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Gnowangerup (S) 22,835,000 .. > $ 15,000,000
2 Lake Grace (S) 21,642,000 .. $ 10,000,000 to 15,000,0003 Kulin (S) 19,543,000
4 Mullewa (S) 18,481,000 $ 5,00,000 to 10,000,000
5 Chapman Valley (S) 15,964,000 $ 0 to 5,00,0006 Dalwallinu (S) 15,231,000
7 Northampton (S) 13,748,000 CJ Negative « 0)
8 Kent (S) 12,599,000
(
























'82183 '83184 '84/85 '85/88 '88/87 '87/88 '88/89 '89/90 '90191 '91/92 '92193 '93194 'M/95 '95/96





Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prices received
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•
D
Change in real GVP - Barley for grain
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 10,500,000
$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 1,500,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprfaes received
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Change in real GVP - Barley for grain
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Esperance (S) 18, 929, 000
2 Jerramungup (S) 13, 931, 000
3 Lake Grace (S) 10, 581, 000
4 Gnowangerup (S) 7,837,000
5 Ravensthorpe (S) 6, 661, 000
6 Albany (S) 5, 584, 000
7 Kent (S) 4,287,000







$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 1,500,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofpr/oes received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region


































'82183 '83184 '84185 '85188 '86187 '87/88 '88/89 '89190 '90/91 '01192 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95/96
Barley 1982/83 real GVP $162,116,000
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Sustainable Rural Development Region

















































'82/83 '83/64 '64185 '85186 '86187 '87/88 '68189 '69/90 '00191 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94/95 '95196
Barley 1995/96 real GVP $269,223,000
SoulhWast
11%
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•
D
Change in real GVP - Oats for grain
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 2,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 500,000 to 1,000,000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofp,lces ,eceived
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Change in real GVP - Oats for grain
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Narrogin (S) 2,951,000 .. > $ 2,000,000
2 Wagin (S) 1,441,000 .. $ ',000,000 to 2,000,0003 Cuballing (S) 1,395,000
4 Pingelly (S) 1,239,000 $ 500,000 to ',000,000
5 Katanning (S) 974,000 $ 0 to 500,0006 Broomehill (S) 929,000
7 Woodanilling (S) 885,000 CJ Negative « 0)
8 Jerramungup (S) 821,000
(
Souroe: ABS-AgsI8IS & ABARE - Index ofprloes reoelved
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Sustainable Rural Development Region










Source: ABS-Agslats and ABARE-Index 01 prices received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region







'82183 '63184 '84185 '85186 '86/87 '87/88 '08189 '89/00 '90191 '91~ '92/93 '93194 '94/95 '95196
Source: ABS·Agslats and ABARE·lndex of prices received
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•
D
Change in real GVP - Lupins
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 1,000,000
$ 500,000 to 1,000,000
$ 250,000 to 500,000
$ 0 to 250,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE· Index ofpr/aes received
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Change in real GVP - Lupins
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Northampton (S) 11, 662, 000
2 Wongan-Ballidu (S) 10, 885, 000
3 Dalwallinu (S) 10, 698, 000
4 Chapman Valley (S) 8, 712, 000
5 Mingenew (S) 7,840,000
6 Mullewa (S) 7, 355, 000
7 Lake Grace (S) 6,749,000







$ 500,000 to 1,000,000
$ 250,000 to 500,000
$ 0 to 250,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE -Index a/prices received
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'83184 '84/85 '85/86 '86187 '81188 '88/89 '89190 '90191 '01192 '92l93 '93194 '94195 '95196











Source: ABS·Agsla!s and ABARE·lndex of prices received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region








































'63/84 '84185 '85/86 '86181 '81188 '88189 '89/90 '90191 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94/95 '95196
SouthWest
'83/84 '64165 '8SI86 '66187 '67188 '88189 '69190 '90191 '91192 '92/93 '93/94 '94195 '95/96
'83184 '64165 '8SI86 '86187 '87188 '88/89 '89190 '90191 '91192 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95/96











Sourea, ABS·Agstats and ABARE·lndax of prleas rscalvad
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•
D
Change in real GVP - Canola
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 3,000,000
$ 1,500,000 to 3,000,000
$ 500,000 to 1,500,000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE· Index ofprices received
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Change in real GVP - Canola
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Gnowangerup (8) 4, 151, 000
2 Albany (8) 4, 042, 000
3 Jerramungup (8) 3,931,000
4 Esperance (8) 3,524,000
5 Lake Grace (8) 2, 695, 000
6 Kojonup (8) 2, 555, 000
7 Plantagenet (8) 2, 408, 000







$ 1,500,000 to 3,000,000
$ 500,000 to 1,500,000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS-Agslals & ABARE - Index ofprlaes received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Canola ($'000 ·1995/96 values)
South Coast
'82183 '83/84 '84185 '85/86 '86/87 '87188 '86189 '89180 '90191 '91192 '92/93 '93/94 '94195 '95188
'82/83 '83/84 '84185 '85/88 '86/87 '87198 '86189 '89180 '90191 '91192 '92/93 '93/94 '94185 '95188
'82/83 '83/84 '84185 '85188 '86/87 '67188 '86189 '89190 '80191 '91192 '92/93 '93/94 '94195 '95188























'82/83 '83184 '84185 '85186 '8e187 '87168 '8e189 '89190 '90191 '91192 '92193 '9:>'94 '94185 '95/96
Canola 1995/96 GVP $45,709,000
Northern
4%
Source: ABS-Ag5tels and ABARE-Index of prtces received
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•
D
Change in real GVP - Total pulses and oilseeds
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 10,000,000
$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 2.500,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 2,500,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS·Agslals & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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Change in real GVP - Total pulses and oilseeds
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)





























$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 2.500,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 2,500,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS·Agslals &ABARE -Index ofprlaes received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region










































'.2183 '8318' '84186 '8&'86 '8&'87 '87/88 •.....9 '89/90 '9<>'91 '91/92 '92193 '9319. ~4195 ~5198
Total Pulses and Oilseeds 1982/83 GVP $311,364,000
Northern
77%
Source: ABS·Agslste end ABARE·lndex of price. received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region











































'e2183 '83184 '84185 '8&'88 '86187 '87/88 ....... '89190 '00/91 '.1192 '92193 '93194 '94195 '05106
Total Pulses and Oilseeds 1995/96 GVP $290,927,000
Soulh Coast
13%
Source: ABS-Agstate end ABARE-Index of prices received
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Change in real GVP - Crops and pastures for hay
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 2,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 500,000 to 1,000,000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)D
•
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE· Index ofprices received
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Change in real GVP - Crops and pastures for hay
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Albany (S) 4,429,000
2 Busselton (S) 3, 323, 000
3 Plantagenet (S) 2, 981, 000
4 Augusta-Margaret River (S) 2, 565, 000
5 Victoria Plains (S) 2,473,000
6 Harvey (S) 2, 222, 000
7 Manjimup (S) 1, 952, 000




$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 500,000 to 1,000,000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS·Agstats &ABARE -Index ofprices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Sustainable Rural Development Region




















































'82/83 '83/64 '64185 '85168 '86187 '87/66 '88169 '69190 '9<>'91 '91192 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95166






























'82183 '83184 '84185 '85186 '66187 '87188 '86189 '69190 '90181 '91192 '92/93 '9:1194 '94185 '95196















AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Vegetables
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 5,000,000
$ 2,500,000 to 5,000,000
$ 1,000 to 2,500,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
Sou,oe: ABS·Agstats & ABARE -Index ofp,laes ,eceived
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Vegetables
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Manjimup (S) 21, 328, 000
2 Gingin (S) 16, 928, 000
3 Wyndham-East Kimberley (S) 13, 697, 000
4 Wanneroo (C) 11, 424, 000
5 Harvey (S) 7,063,000
6 Carnarvon (S) 5, 890, 000
7 Rockingham (C) 3, 766, 000





$ 2,500,000 to 5,000,000
$ 1,000 to 2,500,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS-Agstats &ABARE -Index ofprices receIved
51















Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Vegetables ($'OOO • 1995/96 values)
South Coast































'82183 '83/84 '84185 '85186 'SEV87 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '90191 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95/96












AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82183 to 95/96
Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Vegetables ($'000 ·1995/96 values)
Central
80,000































'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85/88 '86187 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '90191 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95196
Relative Vegetables 1995/96 GVP $175,119,000
Northern
11%




Source: ABS·Agslals and ABARE·lndex of prices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Fruit & nuts (excludes grapes)
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 10,000,000
$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 5,000,000)
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Fruit & nuts (excludes grapes)
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Wanneroo (C) 11, 020, 000
2 Wyndham-East Kimberley (S) 5, 976, 000
3 Manjimup (S) 4, 280, 000
4 Gingin (S) 2,211,000
5 Donnybrook-Balingup (S) 1, 706, 000
6 Albany (S) 1, 159, 000
7 Murray (S) 1, 134, 000





$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 5,000,000)
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS·Agslals & ABARE - Index ofprices receIved
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Sustainable Rural Development Region





























'82183 '83164 '84185 '8l>'86 '68197 '67189 '88189 '691110 ~Ml1 ~1192 ~2/93 ~3194 ~4195 ~5/86
'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85186 '86187 '87/88 'a8l89 '89190 '90/91 '91/92 '92193 '93194 '94195 '95/96









AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Fruit and nuts ($'000 -1995/96 values) - (excludes grapes)
250 ,---,- -"c-"e:..:.nt:..:.ra:..:.' --,
'82183 '6J1B.4 '64/85 '65186 '88187 '87188 '88189 '69/90 '90191 '91192 '92193 '93194 '904195 '95196
















'82J83 '83/84 '84185 '85/86 '86187 '87188 '88189 '89/90 '90191 '91192 '92J93 '93194 '94195 '95196
Relative Fruit and Nuts 1995/96 GVP $103,691,000












AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Grapes
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 2,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 250,000 to 1,000,000
$ 0 to 250,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agslals & ABARE -Index ofprices ,ecelved
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Grapes
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Plantagenet (S) 2,624,000
-
> $ 2,000,000
2 Busselton (S) 2,577,000 IB3 Manjimup (S) 2,116,000 $ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
4 Augusta-Margaret River (S) 1,786,000 $ 250,000 to 1,000,000
5 Denmark (S) 1,014,000
6 Carnarvon (S) 478,000 $ 0 to 250,000
7 Capel (S) 452,000 CJ Negative « 0)
8 Chittering (S) 275,000
(
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE - Index ofprices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82183 to 95/96
Sustainable Rural Development Region












































'82/83 'em4 '84/85 '85/86 '86187 '87/88 '88189 '88/80 '9CW1 '91182 '92183 '93184 '94185 '95/86
Relative Total Grapes 1982/83 GVP $12,104,000





















'82/83 '83/84 '84185 '65186 '6"""7 '67/66 '86169 '89190 '90191 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94/95 '95/96







Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prtces receIved
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Nurseries, turf, cut flowers
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 5,000,000
$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agstats &ABARE -Index ofprices ,ecelved
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Nurseries, turf, cut flowers
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)





























$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE -Index o(prices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/98
Sustainable Rural Development Region















































'62183 '63184 '64165 '65/66 '6fJ87 '67166 '6fJ86 '6MlO '6(;'61 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94165 '95196
'92193 '63184 '64165 '85168 '8fJ87 '87/88 '8fJ89 '8MlO '8(;'61 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94165 '95198
Relative Nurseries, Turf, Cut Flowers 1982/83 GVP $32,714,000
Northem
Central Sthn Rangelands 4%
0% 0% South Coast
Klmbertey 1%
0%


















'02/83 '83/84 '84185 '85186 '66187 '87/68 '66189 '69/90 '90191 '91192 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95198
Relative Nurseries, Turf, Cut Flowers 1995/96 GVP $93,157,000
South West
71%
Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prtces received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Total horticulture
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 15,000,000
$ 5,000,000 to 15,000,000
$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 2,000,000
Negative « 0)D
•
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE - Index ofprlaes ,ecelved
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Total horticulture
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Wanneroo (C) 36, 112, 000
2 Manjimup (5) 33, 122, 000
3 Gingin (5) 21, 830, 000
4 Wyndham-East Kimberley (5) 20,011,000
5 Plantagenet (5) 13, 771, 000
6 Busselton (5) 9, 983, 000
7 Harvey (5) 7,171,000




$ 5,000,000 to 15,000,000
$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 2,000,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS·Agslals & ABARE - Index ofprices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/98
Sustainable Rural Development Region









































'82/83 '83184 '84185 '85188 '8&'87 '87188 '88189 '89180 '9<>'91 '91192 '92/93 '93194 '94185 '95196
Relative Total Horticulture 1982/83 GVP $231,433,000











AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
2,000
4,000
Sustainable Rural Development Region









'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85/86 '86187 '87/88 '88/89 '89190 '90t91 '91/92 '9:?J93 '9:W4 '94/95 '95196
South West











'82183 '83/84 '84185 '8&86 '86187 '87/88 '88/89 '89190 '90r'91 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95196
Relative Total Horticulture 1995/96 GVP $396,133,000










AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Total crops
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 30,000,000
$ 20,000,000 to 30,000,000
$ 10,000,000 to 20,000,000
$ 0 to 10,000,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Total crops
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)





























$ 20,000,000 to 30,000,000
$ 10,000,000 to 20,000,000
$ 0 to 10,000,000
Negative « 0)
r
Source: ABS·Agstats &ABARE -Index ofprlaes received
71













'82/83 '83184 '84185 '85188 '88/87 '87/88 '88/89 '80/9il '90191 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94195 '95196
Relative Total Crops 1982/83 GVP $2,215,322,000























'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85188 '88/87 '87/88 '88/89 '89/90 '9<>'91 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94/85 '95/98
Relative Total Crops 1995/96 GVP $3,011,662






AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Beef cattle
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 5,000,000
$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ °to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprices ,eaelved
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Beef cattle
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Wyndham-East Kimberley (S)' 8, 932, 000
2 Esperance (5) 8, 455, 000
3 Dandaragan (5) 7,123,000
4 Halls Creek (S) 5, 973, 000
5 East Pilbara (S) 5, 217, 000
6 Ashburton (5) 4, 842, 000
7 Derby-West Kimberley (5) 4, 782, 000






$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprloes receIved
75














































Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Beef cattle ($'000 • 1995/96 values)
South Coast
60,774
'82/83 '83184 '84185 '85/86 '86/87 '87/88 '88189 '88190 '90191 '91/92 '92/93 '93/94 '94/95 '96188
'82/83 '83184 '84185 '86188 '88187 '87/88 '88189 '88190 '90191 '91/92 '92/93 '93/94 '94/95 '96188
Relative Beef Cattle 1982/83 GVP $176,953,000





















'02/83 '03104 '04185 '05186 '6ll187 '87/88 '88/89 '89190 '90(91 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94/95 '95196
Relative Beef Cattle 1995/96 GVP $283,408,000
Soulh West
39%






AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Sheep meat
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 2,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 500,000 to 1,000,000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE· Index ofprloes received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Sheep meat
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Esperance (S) 6,413,000 .. > $ 2,000,000
2 Williams(S) 3,406,000 ..3 Lake Grace (S) 3,092,000 $ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
4 West Arthur (S) 2,853,000 $ 500,000 to 1,000,000
5 Ravensthorpe (S) 2,230,000
6 Dandaragan (S) 2,148,000 $ 0 to 500,000
7 Boyup Brook (S) 2,061,000 CJ Negative « 0)
8 Kulin (S) 1,670,000
(
Source: ABS-Agslals & ABARE -Index ofprlaes receIved
79































Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Sheep meat ($'000 -1995/96 values)
South Coast
'82/83 '83/84 '84/85 '85/86 '66187 '87186 '66189 '89/90 '90181 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94195 '95196
'82183 '83184 '84/85 '85186 '86187 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '9M}1 '01192 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95196
'82/83 '83184 '84195 '85/86 '86187 '87/88 '88/69 '69/90 '9MIt '91192 '92193 '83184 '94195 '95196
Relative Sheep Meat 1982/83 GVP $190,180,000
Sthn Rangelands
2%
















'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85188 '88187 '87188 '88189 '89/80 '90191 '911\l2 '921\l3 '9Y94 '94195 '95188





Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prtces received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Pig meat
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 3,000,000
$ 1,500,000 to 3,000,000
$ 500,000 to 1,500,000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
Souroe: ABS-Agslats & ABARE -Index ofprloes receIved
82
AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Pig meat
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Glngin (8) 5,373,000 .. > $ 3,000,000
2 Narrogin (8) 2,792,000 .. $ 1,500,000 to 3,000,0003 Plantagenet (8) 2,083,000
4 West Arthur (8) 2,073,000 $ 500,000 to 1,500,000
5 Cranbrook (8) 1,602,000 $ 0 to 500,0006 Tambellup (8) 1,103,000
7 Mullewa (8) 1,015,000 c:=J Negative « 0)
8 Kent (8) 939,000
(
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE - Index ofprices received
83














'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85/88 '8Ml7 '87188 '8Ml9 '89190 '9<>'91 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '94195 '95198
Relative Pig Meat 1982/83 GVP $53,932,000
Northern
9%





















'82183 '83184 '84185 '8S'86 '8&187 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '90191 '91/92 '92193 '93/94 '94195 '95196







Source: ABS-Agslals and ABARE-Index of prices received
85
AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Poultry meat
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 10,000,000
$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE· Index ofprices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Poultry meat
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Gosnells IC) 10,781,000 .. > $ 10,000,000
2 Wanneroo (C) 5,772,000 .. $ 5,000,000 to 10,000,0003 Gingin (S) 2,568,000
4 Kwinana IT) 1,898,000 $ 1,000,000 to 5,000,000
5 Cockburn (C) 477,000
6 Swan (S) 192,000 $ 0 to 1,000,000
7 Albany (S) 116,000 CJ Negative « 0)
8 Woodanilling (S) 105,000
(
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprloes received
87












































Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Poultry meat ($'000 ·1995/96 values)
South Coast
'82/83 '83184 '84185 '85188 '86/87 '87/88 '85188 '89/80 '8M11 '91/82 '92183 '93/84 '84195 '85/98
Southern Rangelands
'82/83 '83184 '84185 '85186 '86187 '87/88 '88/89 '89/90 '90/91 '91/92 '02/93 '93194 '94/95 '95/96
'82183 '83/84 '84185 '85/86 '8&'87 '87188 '88/89 '89190 'OMJ1 '91/92 '92/93 '93194 '04/95 '95196





Source: ABS-Agslats and ABARE·lndex of prlces received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/98
Sustainable Rural Development Region
















































'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85/66 '88187 '87/88 '88/89 '89190 '90191 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94/95 '95196





Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prtces received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
> $ 10,000,000
$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 2,500,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 2,500,000
Negative « 0)
Change in real GVP - Total meat (includes live exports)
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
D
•
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE· Index ofprlaes received
90
AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Total meat (includes live exports)
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value:
Shire Value
1 Esperance (S) 15, 676, 000
2 Glngin (S) 11, 063, 000
3 Gosnells (C) 10,847,000
4 Dandaragan (S) 9, 354, 000
5 Wyndham-East Kimberley (S) 8, 935, 000
6 Halls Creek (S) 5, 848, 000
7 Albany (S) 5, 641, 000







$ 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
$ 2,500,000 to 5,000,000
$ 0 to 2,500,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE - Index ofprtaes received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82183 to 95/96
Sustainable Rural Development Region



















































'82/83 '83184 '84185 'SS'8a '86/87 '87/88 '88/89 '69190 '9<W1 '91/92 '02193 '93194 '94195 '95/96
Southern Rangelands
'82/83 '83184 '84/85 '85/86 '86187 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '9Mlf '91/92 '92/93 '93/94 '94195 '95196
Relative Total Meat 1982/83 GVP $492,871,000
Northern
11%
Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Sustainable Rural Development Region




























'82/83 '83/84 '84185 '85'86 '66167 '87166 '66189 '69190 '99191 '91162 '92163 '93164 '94195 '95'96
SouthWest














'82163 '63184 '84165 '86188 '86187 '87168 '86189 '89190 '99191 '91192 '92163 '93164 '94195 '95'99







Source: ABS·Agstats and ABARE·lndex of prlces recelvad
93
AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Wool
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 4,000,000
$ 2,000,000 to 4,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS·Agslals & ABARE • Index ofprices ,ecelved
94
AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Wool
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Kojonup (S) 6,781,000
-
> $ 4,000,000
2 West Arthur (S) 6,148,000 .. $ 2,000,000 to 4,000,0003 Esperance (S) 6,027,000
4 Lake Grace (S) 5,756,000 $ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
5 Williams (S) 5,666,000 $ 0 to 1,000,0006 Boyup Brook (S) 4,784,000
7 Ravensthorpe (S) 3,706,000 c=J Negative « 0)
8 Dandaragan (S) 3,307,000
(
Source: ABS·Agslals & ABARE - Index ofpriaes received
95












Source: ABS-Agslats and ABARE-Index of prices received
97
AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Milk
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 5,000,000
$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 500,000 to 2,000,000
$ 0 to 0500,000
Negative « 0)D
•
Source: ABS-Agsrars & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Milk
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Busselton (S) 7,780,000
-
> .$ 5,000,000
2 Harvey (S) 7,685,000 .. .$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,0003 Augusta-Margaret River (S) 4,404,000
4 Manjimup (S) 3,354,000 .$ 500,000 to 2,000,000
5 Capel (S) 3,183,000 $ 0 to 0500,0006 Albany(S) 2,037,000
7 Serpentine-Jarrahdale (S) 1,839,000 CJ Negative « 0)
8 Plantagenet (S) 1,139,000
(
Source: ABS·Agslals & ABARE -Index ofprices received
99


























Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Milk ($'000 - 1995/96 values)
South Coast
'62/83 '83'84 'B4IBS '6518B '66187 'B7/BB 'B6I89 'B9I90 '9M11 '91192 '92183 '9:W4 '94195 '95186
Southern Rangelands















'821&3 '83184 '84/85 '85186 '86/87 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '90191 '91192 '92193 '93194 '94195 '95/96
Relative Milk 1982/83 GVP $94,736,000
Northern Soulh Coasl K1mbertey
0% 4% Cenlral 0%
0%














'82183 '83184 '84185 '85186 '8tV87 '87/88 '88189 '89190 '9<W1 '91/92 '92193 '93194 '94195 '95196
Relative Milk 1995/96 GVP $127,246,000
Northern South Coast Klmbe~ey
0% 6% 0% Central
0%
Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prices received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 96/96
•
D
Change in real GVP - Eggs
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 4,000,000
$ 2,000,000 to 4,000,000
$ 500,000 to 2,000,000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS·Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprlaes ,ecelved
102
AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Change in real GVP - Eggs
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)





























$ 2,000,000 to 4,000,000
$ 500,000 to 2,000;000
$ 0 to 500,000
Negative « 0)
(
Source: ABS·Agsfafs & ABARE· Index ofpr/aes received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 62/63 to 95196
Sustainable Rural Development Region











































'82/83 '83/84 '84/85 '85/98 'aMl7 '87/88 '88/89 '89190 '9<>'91 '91/92 '92/93 '93/94 '94195 '9S'S8
Relative Eggs 1982/83 GVP $26,793,000
Northern Sthn Rangelends
1% 2% KI b rt
South Coast m e ey Central
1% 1% 2%
Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prtces received
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Eggs ($'000 ·1995/96 values)



















'82/83 '83'84 '84185 '85/88 '85187 '87188 '85189 '89190 '9<>'91 '91192 '92/93 '93/94 '94/95 '95/98
'82/83 '83'84 '84185 '85188 '85/87 '87188 '88/89 '88190 '9<>'91
Northern
'91192 '92/93 '93/94 '94195 '95/96








'82183 '83'84 '84185 '85188 '88/87 '87/88 '85188 '88190 '9<>'91 '81192 '92/93 '93/94 '94185 '95/98
Relative Eggs 1995/96 GVP $35,824,000
South Coast
3%
Source: ABS-Agstats and ABARE-Index of prfces received
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•
D
Change in real GVP - Total animal products
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
> $ 5,000,000
$ 2,000,000 to 5,000,000
$ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
$ 0 to 1,000,000
Negative « 0)
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE· Index ofpr/aes ,ooeived
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Change in real GVP - Total animal products
1982/83 to 95/96 (1995/96 values)
Shires with largest increase in value: Key:
Shire Value
1 Busselton (SI 7,331,000 .. > $ 5,000,000
2 Harvey (SI 7,224,000 .. $ 2,000,000 to 5,000,0003 Kojonup (S) 6,714,000
4 Esperance (S) 6,272,000 $ 1,000,000 to 2,000,000
5 West Arthur (S) 6,232,000 $ 0 to 1,000,0006 Lake Grace (SI 5,745,000
7 Greenough (S) 5,731,000 CJ Negative « 0)
8 Williams(S) 5,654,000
(
Source: ABS-Agstats & ABARE -Index ofprices received
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Sustainable Rural Development Region
GVP Total animal products ($'000 ·1995/96 values)
'82183 '83184 '84/85 '85188 '86187 '87/88 '86189 "9180 '90181 '91/92 '92/93 '93/94 '94195 '9S'll8
Southern Rangelands
"2183 '83184 "4/85 "5186 "6187 '87/" '88189 "9180 '99181 '91/92 '92/93 '93/94 '94196 '9S'll6















Index of prices received by WA farmers 1982/83 to 1995/96 (Base: 1995/96=100)
'82/83 '83/84 '84/85 '85/86 '86/87 '87/88 '88/89 '89/90 '90/91 '91/92 '92/93 '93/94 '94/95 '95/96
Wheat 63 60 67 64 54 61 78 72 48 73 66 64 81 100
Barley 64 69 65 62 60 66 79 85 69 73 78 62 97 100
Oats 80 82 80 77 76 83 108 77 68 80 101 71 111 100
Lupins 86 89 86 84 82 90 100 98 72 83 89 92 102 100
Canola 61 67 70 71 74 82 102 102 100 98 105 98 96 100
Hay 47 60 62 67 73 73 73 77 80 80 72 65 84 100
Vegetables 59 61 62 62 68 73 94 88 78 80 83 89 102 100
Fruit 48 68 55 48 75 61 87 70 66 92 83 77 90 100
Grapes 40 41 40 47 54 55 62 66 73 81 84 91 97 100
Nurseries, etc 48 68 55 48 75 61 87 70 66 92 83 77 90 100
Other crops* 60 67 64 63 69 70 86 80 71 83 84 79 95 100
Beef cattle 77 87 93 97 102 100 108 111 112 112 109 118 116 100
Sheep meat 74 77 88 61 64 83 97 73 50 62 72 79 86 100
Pig meat 77 64 79 82 79 80 96 104 99 86 90 97 89 100
Poutrymeat 52 53 68 71 74 77 82 89 95 98 98 100 100 100
Othermeat* 75 80 89 71 75 88 100 84 68 77 83 91 95 100
Wool 73 79 86 87 103 163 160 141 102 85 76 79 119 100
Milk 55 57 55 57 61 68 74 82 87 89 90 93 95 100
Eggs 86 88 90 85 89 89 95 99 100 100 92 98 95 100
Apiculture 48 47 44 52 62 62 58 60 69 82 82 75 78 100
* indicates categories not used in this report
Source: Indexes of prices received and paid by farmers (various issues). Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Canberra.
Appendix 2 - Brief notes about the agricultural
commodities reported
Commodity categories used in this Brief notes about the category
report
Total agriculture Total value of agriculture
Number of agricultural activities The number of respondents recorded by ABS. Includes all
intensive and extensive agricultural activities
Total area of agricultural activities The total area of agricultural holding reported by ABS, includes
horticultural crops up to pastoral grazing, but excludes intensive
industries undertaken in sheds (e.g. piggeries)
Broad scale crops
Wheat for grain Wheat for grain, excludes wheat grown for hay or silage
Barley for grain As for wheat
Oats for grain As for wheat
Lupins
Canola
Total pulses and oilseeds Mainly lupins and canola, plus other smaller crops such as
chickpeas, field peas and faba beans.
Crops and pastures for hay Includes cereals for hay and pastures and grasses for hay
Horticultural crops
Vegetables Total vegetables, including vegetables for human consumption and
for seed
Fruit & nuts - (excludes grapes) Total fruit and nuts, excluding total grape production.
Grapes Total grapes includes both table and wine grape production.
Nurseries, turf, cut flowers Nurseries, turf and cut flowers were not recorded prior to 1991.
Results have been extrapolated by the authors to estimate trends
over time.
Total horticulture
Total crops Total of all ABS crops recorded. (i.e. grains, pulses and oil seeds,
hay and horticulture). This category also includes minor crops not
included in the categories above, such as cotton, maize, triticale
and crops not elsewhere indexed.
Meat products
Beef cattle Total beef cattle and calves
Sheep meat Total sheep and lamb meat
Pig meat
Poultry meat Primarily chicken meat, but includes minor categories such as
turkeys.
Total meat Total meat. Includes minor categories such as deer, rabbits and
goats which are not consistently recorded over time. These have
minimal impact in the total meat figures, hence no attempt has
been made to itemise or discount these figures where there are not
continuous records for all years.
Animal products
Wool Total wool
Milk Total milk produced
Eggs Total eggs produced for human consumption
Total animal products Total animal products. Includes apiculture.
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AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 10 95/9€
f~
0: .
3,144 1,394 101 414 2011
~1~9~96~/~9_7~Alri~c~u~'tu~rJa_,~va_I:UreS=~GrV_P:$:'OOO -Shires ~rou~ ... ,.. I I;. . ...• -;:'1·.· .. ·.11· ..•. II~=< ~I .. g :~I; .~.
c_ . 5.1 (
Albany 1 055 9,247 507 608 22 4,894 4189
ed bv SRD re~ion
.. '. l
,. '. I
Broomehill 7552 3997 1927 371 109 1211 515
Cranbrook 2749 5,061 2,253 425 142 1 595 1 204
Denmark 0 11 3 0 0 0 842
Esoerance 72463 64237 2201 5107 2,107 5,163 4523
Gnowanaeruo 35139 17 080 1190 3,234 294 2938 1015
Jerramun'p 13279 20,208 1 246 801 10 2036 354
o 0 0 11 9 L £15,702
499 0 356 219 246:14750
972 63 1,398 1 250 782....· 5321
o 0 10 3015 382159209
o 0 0 5 122. 61018
o 0 9 1 383 38'326
Planlaaenet 1,311 7 969 2 092 659 36 2 747 4,970 828 1,379 2 449 152 1,628 :26 221
Rayensthoroe 14640 14576 441 1 245 69 948 288 o 0 0 98 221,32525
Tambellup 7,560 5466 1 261 673 26 353 842 o 0 0 0 5 ' 16,186
SOUTHCOAST "156,748147,851 1312213'124 c:28152188518 742:
Ashburton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5;443 ·:28364323-6 165· 5,790 "396'844
o 0 0 0 0
Carnarvon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Coolaardie 16 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dundas 536 259 0 0 0 36 23
E Pilbara 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Kalaoorlie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Layerton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Leonora 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Meekatharra 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Menzies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mt Maanet 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Murchison 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pt Hedland 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
Roebourne 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Sandstone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 560 16 646 269 29 364
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 10 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 11
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
Shark Bay 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000
Wiluna 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Uo Gascoyne 0 36 8 0 0 0 0
Yalaoo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





o 0 0 0
139 0 15 9








Derby 0 0 0 0
Halls Creek 0 0 0 0
Wyndham 2 0 0 0
KIMBERLEY·· - '. l I ..
273 0 364
273 '-'c 0 395
26925
28,487
8,008 0 564 2 091 38 226
81491-. 0 584 5,00042 890
Carnamah 12165 918 132 1558 46 133 267 o o 0 60 16 :+15295
Chapman V 34,597 2 208 301 9,836
Coorow 20,884 1,122 321 4446
Dalwallinu 82,486 1,963 526 11 685
Dandaraaan 10,660 1,760 1781 3367
Ginain 66 61 188 36













o 0 0 2247404
o 0 121 2741'>27686
o 0 25 3691LY 99,2P4
o 74 102 124 _ '19192
3,013 1765 2,630 1611 ;;'32,344
1 0 931 92 "26190
Irwin 6749 624 84 2739
Minaenew 24,727 1 909 101 7885
Moora 34 985 2,106 942 5 851
Morawa 32 531 1 509 294 2844
Mullewa 60 371 3,683 194 12 511
Northamp'n 38,237 2982 394 13,450
Pereniori 41674 1,373 410 4,002
Three Sorinas 22630 1 418 258 5210
Victoria Pins 27,849 2395 797 3504




















5 0 4 011,572
o 0 318 57 "3a,115
o 0 37 26 ' :45529
o 0 13 74,[37983
o 0 0 34 3
32 8 5 70 56,453
o 0 126 145'48307
o 0 102 8' ::30,27.4
o 0 175 2337910






CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL VALUES 82/83 to 95/96
ion
'. . ..
Albanv 15676 6,258 628 67 36.22664 11,714 4493 383 61'16652 2'·',.'J,66;903 479 299
Broomehill 341 2,740 231 0 0 3,313 7040 0 0 0 7040 Nfi"F2EiQ5Ei 78 112
Cranbrook 3083 47701,746 0 17961514184 0 0 0'14184:';'::11;38550 185 237
Denmark 7.054 413 167 2 49 ... (7684 697 1,899 12 10 '2618 g.j'1115'623 202 40
Esoerance 18687 17177 1153 97 037,113 41980 10 187 0 42'177 ),)'238499 492 1295
Gnowanaerup 606 5426 213 0 0 6245 13334 0 2 0 13335'(((\1;80;599 176 384
Jerramun'p 2664 5.575 250 0 0:;8.489 11,479 0 0 011479(~,(I!:5a'2g3 194 394
p,,,,,",",, 10 618 6,793 '655 0 74 '" .139 17 063 2406 0 0'1O~i""ml"321447 "'3Ravensthorpe 1,702 4.976 110 0 0.6788 11,567 6 0 01157 174 370
TambeliuP 132 2501 2259 0 0 4;891 7066 0 193 0:7.25 86 131
SOUTHCOAST 60.562" 56,6288;412 165'4751259421361251' 8817' :'177 ',71 145790!2p668;5752;51G E 3,555
Ashburton 5,171 759 0 0 05'930 2,523 0 0 0.>252 24 5,571
Carnarvon 1992 1,752 5 0 03'750 9,627 0 149 0",'977 184 5,349
Cooigardie 0 169 12 0 0 ,"181 592 0 0 0 i}'592:.1.~;':liIl.lj'1789 5 824
~;I~, 7; ~ 'I ! L~~,~~:~ !"I E~~~t[!] ij j:m
Leonora 0 419 0 0 347 :. <;767 2 204 0 0 0 .,220411f/tl:'ti2.97QI 12 3,086
Meekatharra 2378 436 0 0 02814 2235 0 0 0('2235 33 8135
Menzies 40 241 0 0 416 ····"698 994 0 0 0 . 994 12 2,451
MI Maanet 24 768 0 0 0 ;'·792 2929 0 0 0 2;929 18 2055
Murchison 1091 1163 0 0 0 '2264 4575 0 0 04575 20 4062
PI Hedland 1 251 26 0 0 0 '1277 166 0 41 0207 6 506
Roebourne 952 398 0 0 0 £1,350 1067 0 0 0'1067 7 1 092
Sandstone 0 113 0 0 0 ;'2,113 835 0 0 0 '835 14 2,384
Shark Bay 406 274 0 0 0<:679 1387 0 0 0.1387 12 1 741
Uo Gascovne 2,059 744 0 0 02,802 3,916 0 0 0 "3,916 23 5517
Wiluna 1.191 166 0 0 01358 883 0 35 0", ..919 22 5255
Yalgoo 252 625 0 0 0'2...876 3 934 0 0 0 3934) 'l;1'14'9.Q7: 23 2 728~~~~~tA~oS·il]i!24:,:§()~ ;r10,d9~ .•.•••.• 7.'+i'S!1]S-'fesB 46,227;,' 'Im "'" . ",.
Broome 3 914 0 1 0 0 '-c3915 0 0 541 0 ',"" 541 27 2283I-:D~e~rb=y:""---+-7.13:Z:47.3:::;:3+---~0I----:O::+---:0~--:0~''+''::';13~4;;3~3t---:0~-~o+---=~ot-~oh·':"··,..,..,..:::,·::::;;.O --3~4+-""::7="6~8"'i4
Halls Creek 11 794 0 0 0 0'+1,794 0 0 0 00 23 8,850I7-W~{v:::;ln=-:dh~a:'::m':::':"--1--;'13:-',5=:8:-:6'1--~01--4T--:0:+---:0:t·R;)f:13~;5:59:-=0f--....;0:t--6::-:8~8'1---::7=7f----::oE.;...,'ii-:::7~64'!illliS2;581 --9~8:+--:5?:,7~3:-=l9
j.:,K:.::IM~B:::E::.:.R.:.::;L:.=E..:;;Y....;··....;·'·+,·).;;;:'4:.::2z.:,7.;:28:t'....;·....;· """:"::::.:;0I-=·....;"c,:.5:t....;....;;>~0+'•....;··....;··....;.:;0I+·..,.:4;J2~73;;3T·....;··",,'''''Y''''''''0:t_'....;....;6::::878~·,;::6..:;;17:f. ....;....;....;'0:t+-:·,1'+:3~05 !liiliJil86;928 ....;....;;.:.:8;;2:r....;.·2~4~5:;5~7
I-:C;;:a::.,:rn.:,::a::.,:m:.:;:a:.:,h-;---f__4-::6:-,:6'1--:1"::6:::9:::-i51_-:1,..;.40:t--_:0:+_-_:0~c.,..:'2~3;;0~0f_-=3~,0_=,48:t_-___::ot_--=of____::oE.'-=3~,0-::-=48 _---,;6::::2+-----:1:::5~2





Minaenew 422 1 730 98 0 0 '2,250 3 802 0 0 03,802 53 194I7M~0~0t:::ra.:..:.:::.:::..--+--:1;-:3~2~1t--;4~0~58:r-:;-1-;:0~87~--:0:t----:0:t--·. ...:,6;L:4;;6~61---;1~0,s:2~15:t--~0t--~01-~0t-·--:;1~052~15 -""'14:;':4+---:3:-;;;5~3
f.;;M:;.:07.ra""w:.;:a'--_-f_---;-:9;.:;0t_-;1"::0_=54-:t--:-::=61::t---;0:t--5;:;;;2~'...,·H1:'i·2;:;;5:::-7t-_=2~8::'18;r--___::0t_--=0t-___::0t-·e2-=18-;e.18 _-:;-9:;-;4:t---:4::::4~5
I.;:M,:.::u~lIe::..:w::.:a:......,._-f_,...1:.;;4;;;4t_-;1J.,:,7=64-:+-..:.1z.:,7;;59:t_-....;0;.t--....;0:t_,;.;3;:;.6~6:.;,.71-.:;3t.;6;:,21:+_--=0+---:-::.:;01-..".;0f_·-=3'"'i6~21 _..:.11.;.:6:+----:9:;;:9,;j8
Northamp'n 1042 3579 163 0 0 ·'4783 8,229 0 182 24"8435 168 771I-::P;'::e::':re':':;n::':;lco~ri:":':"'--1--'-"1:;-;5:':::1'1-"':;1~,8:';"97=+----=3=99:t---:0:+----:-15~5:t-''''":'2:"i16~0-=3t-':;'4,':::2~00::t-----::0'l-"":';:-=01--==OH'':;'41':i'2~00 -,..;.11:;:.:1:+----:6':::5c::i3
Three Sorinas 3275 2768 8 0 06'051 5390 0 0 o "5'390 72'ij:141i'(i;jf\ 87 231
Victoria Pins 3240 3860 537 0 o· 7637 7895 0 0 OT8951..~:jri53;4421 148 261
NORTHERN ,35170 42,220 13106 . 2;648 .' ··518 '93661 ··877880 ..' 1,175 'C 685 ~89 6481'832261"'1 87.1 6019
Source: ABS·Agslals
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1996/97 Agricultural values (GVP $'000 - Shires grouped b ' SRD re





Beverlev 8714 1,857 1367 741 22 150 671 0 0 0 29 12
Brookton 8,825 1499 1,221 1157 30 2 529 0 0 0 10 0 13274
Bruce Rock 38,978 3,166 164 4537 491 177 369 0 0 0 95 196 "48173
Corriain 32 760 3 871 552 2,019 116 194 409 0 0 0 118 2'+40;042
Cuballina 3,751 1 595 2 153 229 11 267 385 0 0 0 121 08;511
Cunderdin 27418 1,612 179 6183 158 78 722 0 0 0 229 1836598
Dowerin 25679 1,314 247 3,649 204 406 578 0 0 0 3,687 39,"35,803
Goomalling 20348 1 523 238 3417 326 169 589 0 0 0 0 14 "26626
Kellerberrin 24 769 2,434 183 1,981 504 172 139 0 0 0 97 49 +30,327
Kent 33906 11,299 1 210 1 981 165 840 658 0 0 0 74 9 50143
Kondinin 47 638 4372 616 3 858 1 470 766 614 0 0 0 0 168 ••59500
Koorda 25,561 1 059 229 2232 245 23 113 0 0 0 0 8729548
Kulin 60,095 3,903 1,164 3,631 337 1,710 511 0 0 0 306 16 "0 71674
Mukinbudin 37606 996 460 1 672 904 0 451 0 0 0 196 42042704
Narembeen 51 976 3563 576 4033 456 204 579 0 0 0 109 165' '61662
Northam 8906 698 502 1 095 34 0 1,374 0 0 30 39 56 c'/12735
Nungarin 16,803 652 67 483 464 39 86 0 0 0 0 55 18,648
Pinaeliv 9877 1 610 1 685 799 58 147 209 0 0 0505 014890
Quairadina 24153 1897 368 2370 168 216 329 0 0 0 36 029538
Tammin 19,754 1 355 92 2,449 376 36 288 0 0 0 76 0
Toodvav 6 413 897 383 547 69 14 614 0 0 76 27 54.+T9.094
Travnina 24410 1688 166 1779 351 193 149 0 0 0 0 123.;28860
Wandering 1165 1815 1,823 190 7 313 536 0 0 287 91 0
Weslonia 28,213 776 240 1,105 562 71 172 0 0 0 0 24
Williams 945 3,484 3,693 516 17 715 1,892 0 1 0 58 0 ;;;11320
Wonaan 51,542 5,457 99 8822 121 819 705 0 0 0 5 177't67749
Wvalkat'm 24154 1 633 151 2663 205 174 200 0 0 0 8 27 2 29215
Yilgarn 71,500 1 481 1 166 2,096 344 223 655 0 0 0 0 328'+77793
York 9036 784 1198 790 42 173 1,469 0 0 .0 19 8413596
OENTRAU+'906693 +90 a022433171258988710H)917144.394 6,225 2,542.1145,387
Armadale 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 10 6311 0 .1 358 88
Aua'ta-MR 13 0 13 2 0 0 3,808 316 55 3154 476 26,'+7.863
Boddina'n 60 375 1055 82 3 116 416 9 24 0 0 8' 2148
Bovup Br'k 528 3,096 2329 296 9 1,083 2 377 362 128 129 87 32 " .•10457
Bridgetown 28 167 196 22 0 64 1 273 155 1 083 15 83 59 .. '3,146
Bunburv 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 99 0 0 34 8 ," ";192
Busselton 0 220 0 3 0 0 4202 7,445 168 4,050 1761 714 +18562
Capel 0 0 9 0 0 0 2362 194 972 1,1484618 30·.c '9'332
Chitterina 2,110 536 466 268 0 24 856 15 1,247 1783 91 1129
Cockburn 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 5,592 25 0 1 577 405
Collie 0 19 22 0 0 16 417 0 26 0 0 8 (;.L507
DardanuD 0 62 3 0 0 0.1 422 ,131 85 37 5 8 'f751
Donnvbr'k 0 3 11 5 1. '. 0 1,1 086,2,743 23998 214 797 2228'880
Dumblevuna 29084 5159 947 1 788 106 1 266 ' 597 0 0 0 7 5' 38,957
Gosnelis 0 0 0 0 O' 0 1 9 182 645 63 1 563 3 2465
Harvev 0 15 0 0 0 0 3,703 15354 1309 313 326 38 "21,058
Kalamunda 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 440 10,337 63 2,681 70 "13591
Katannina 12,447 4022 1,568 1,020 204 1182 505 0 0 0 78 121027
KoionuD 2,366 4 604 5,172 689 7 2 110 2,645 0 0 3 93 10317f792
Kwinana 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 5512 0 0 172 31'5727,
ManiimuD 0 269 79 41 0 20 3296 39082 18495 2,728 7336 39 71382
Mundarina 6 4 50 2 0 81 184 16 665 26 338 63·'·FAM
Murrav 56 121 19 20 0 0 1,918 226 4,051 29 1,521 73+,)8,035
NannuD 16 0 0 0 0 0 779 1,781 337 0 10 25:,"2'947
Narroain 4,964 1786 4456 412 25 219 2,056 0 7 0 1 171,· .. AMD
Other Metro 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 172 45
Rock!na'm 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 7,264 103 0 2030 206 9,652
Serpentine 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 804 1 275 3,035 76 1 108 358 '7656
Swan 0 0 14 5 0 0 298 728 302 8253 5372 259.15231
Waain 12295 3,539 2779 895 45 437 549 0 0 0 108 1220660
Wane/Stir! 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 25187 11060 260 31120 927 H68'576
Waroona 4 2 39 0 0 0 1,615 757 172 0 25 32 '<2646
West Arthur 538 5,359 3 198 452 19 853 945 13 2 0 0 116'.11,496
WickeDin 22529 1 621 1 885 1 269 12 240 470 0 0 0 212 72 :28310
Woodanillina 5494 2,132 1416 666 26 370 465 0 0 0 412 1810999
SOUTHWEST 92,54033,13625,7237,939',457 807940216 114916 '84,645 22341 65570 '5205;; 500768
TOTAlGVP';CtH21;100 29960070700193'000,18900 42600 85900 181274 1155562920082230 '218542161915
Source: ABS-Agstats
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1996/97 A ric~I~~r~I.VaIUe~(GVP$'OOO -~hires Qrouped bv SRD re ion
••.• -'!!:'!ill' i;:ii--jtn :1':!(/) iin :r~ ,'i'i:,/) ......<'L'·(/) ••.•..
tj[ "';~ ".g»g>, ..g> !l"[-'I'~"i"~" ,': Q.... ctI.Ii Itt j<1~,~&1 .. '[!•.•••••.~j~~ .. ". '-;'~r~ - ·:····i~O;;m~
-U, .• ," •....~.c.••:.·.~ •• a:.•..•.•.~ ;~6>.'.~ .••••~ .••..~ .·:,.•••.•~ .•,.~.IP.i..t..-.. :.:.:.~gl'~ .••~ ;--.\....z«.._.•...'~._., §g
< ()·!U);V5'Ciia:;'Ciig'Cii'«jt::lI··-.::~1'2 w·.... ~eF.:B~ev;;;';e';"'rl:"-ev=;;;'; 511 3 604 154 0 0 ~'4269 8,280 101 0 0 8381 166 157
Brookton 271 2438 75 0 14' 2,799 6,333 0 0 0 6333 ';;;·'22jI1Qfi 99 126
Bruce Rock 2602483 682 0 1934445235 0 0 0"5235 112 251
Corriain 332 2,387 243 0 21'2,983 6845 0 0 0'6,845 134 243
CUballino 800 2,196 3457 0 0 6452 4 671 0 112 04783 79 82
Cunderdln 92 2210 838 0 843,224 4278 0 9 0 4286 97 186
Dowerin 228 1,797 81 0 0 "2,106 3,853 0 0 0 3,853 88 173
Goomallino 151 2383 254 0 0;2788 4,056 0 0 0."4056 if ;:1133;470 107 158
Kellerberrin 148 1 631 854 0 20;2;652 3,222 0 0 o 3222Ii!i;'?S6,202 78 171
Kent 137 4437 2914 0 0 ·.···7488 12,299 0 182 0 12480 12 167 413
Kondinin 501 2,225 1620 0 777' 5,123 6,489 0 0 0,6489 131 364
Koorda 40 964 626 0 0 '1629 2,540 0 0 0 2,.540 74 210
Kulin 226 3,959 629 0 50;4865 10482 14 0 010496 164 434
Lake Grace 675 6096 383 0 0-7154 17407 0 0 0 17,407'!iiM:l1847 285 762
Merredin 126 1,709 2,239 0 5 ." 4,078 4,345 0 6 0 34351 116 287
Mt Marshall 59 1 487 546 0 6 2097 4 699 0 . 0 . 0 "4699 111 636
~~~~b~e~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~"!R ~,~:: ~ i" ~ ~~~.i:: !j.!~47ifi48 1~: ;:~
Northam 1132 2858 1223 0 2105422 4996 40 148 -,,5'5189 159· 109
Nunaarin 19 .: 565 372 0 0 A'r957 1,141 0 0 0 }1,141 ;:~'.2 33 102
Plnoellv 166 2,903 913 0 0 {c3982 6860 0 0 06;860',,!W2 87 127
Ouairadina 114' 2712 596 0 0 '3421 5,801 0 0 o· ,5,801 107 196
Tammin 120 1,091 275 0 86';1573 2494 0 0 0 2494 50 122
Toodvav 1,771 . 1 822 73 ' 0 65 ·3731 3,530 0 0 2223'152 106 91
Travnina 78 817 807 0 10 '.iHl1 1 949 0 0 0 1949sii2i32521 65 151
Wanderino 355 2120 9 0 0' 2484 5940 0 0 0 '·S,940'i.i'!il.'.ll!;6511 62 87
Westonia 62 1,131 306 0 01499 2316 0 0 0 " 2;316S':'.1;'i3if97'l 52 219
Williams 1,860 5,233 911 0 08;004 14 221 0 0 0 14,221 128 185
Wonaan 7672546 524 0 11 38485,374 0 0 05,374 127 353
Wyalkat'm 26, 1,288 1,135 0 02,449 2,363 0 0 0- 2,363 1?ii:!i;S4',027 59 149
Yilaarn 742 2533 869 0 0'4143 5,891 2 7 0 5;900 124 721
York' 663 3,822 424 0 0 '4909 5,860 0 474 64" 6398 133 136
CENTRAE;})' ",.127'53 77512 25,039013781166821834401/:;8'; 936 ..' 291184,824 35078070
Armadale ·121 26 46 3,421 0'-c3'614 15 142 1,701 212 ...·2069 102 2
Auo'ta-MR) ,9017 702 114 2 19836 655 20,647 202 3 21507 294 62
Boddino'n 1588 _ 1,586 72 0 03,247 4256 49 0 04;304 60 64
BovuoBr'k "4171. 6849 1235 0 22.12,277 15,145 303 0 0'15'448 253 190
Bridaetown 4574 '. 1,281 186 0 926'133 1933 1,201 0 0 ·:3134 171 50
Bunburv 203 0 0 0 0,", 203 0 0 0 0 " "0 5 1
Busseiton 10296 567 3 0 0 "'·10865 867 21,452 0 4822366 :'";;11:;51'794 308 75
Capel 6,566' 42 74 0 0 • ,6;682 115 14,794 162 6 .'15078 142 36
Chitterino 3,408 1 801 485 1 645 0·7340 2215 0 336 276 '2828 178 66
Cockburn . 20 0 0 1,503 0 _1523 0 0 1,771 1 1772N;'t:;10921 84 1
Collie '.' 1,703 276 35, ',.:0 '1' 02014 649 0 0 4 654 51 21
Dardanup';' 4,572" 55' 59,,, 0 1\1"6';'4692 15411,703 162 OJ20J8 136 27
Donnvbr'k:~7 271 552, 75;. i: 0 ::.:. ,. o "Q899 ' 977 671 0 0, 1,648'Yli)';38;427 296 46
Dumblevuna :'154 2336',316Ii'p'~::0 I,Q)0,U2,806· 7321 0 0 0·7;32n*~ij.~SO:84 122 245
Gosnells 56,' 10 0',9127 '1 ,,'0 ;,;'9192.·, 12 03,670 1183'800:'1;;116';457; 57 1
Harvev 9649 434 1 092 ~ 0 II" 0 '·11175 \ 230' 35,237 16 0 35482 f,i'ij\1:6'Z"'Z16 272 67
Kalamunda 18 1 0 2773 j.". 0"2,792:' 0 0 2 354 172 i 2527 ;;(;0/:,18'910 141 1
Katannino 140 2594 790 0 83532 6476 0 28 0 '6503 i!:;:;'3fi063 107 152
KoionuD 2813 9,682 903 1 013,399 25417 0 6 0'25423,\1,,,,::66'61:4 270 301
Kwinana 64 0 0 3172 0 "3235 0 138 2878 114 '3;129 30 1
Maniimup 11580 976 165 0 0 12721 1,413 11,116 0 0112529 406 94
Mundarina 741 174 0 1483 11 2409 137 0 855 123' "1115 59 9
Murrav 8,330 334 7,095 0 14'15772 358 4570 1 605 0"6533 224 63
NannuD 5906 157 0 0 O' ,6;063 123 1 634 0 0 '1757 69 34
Narroain 315 3890 6,773 0 010978 9,146 61 43 0 9;250 125 143
Other Metro 0 2 0 0 0 ".•.• ' . 2 0 0 0 297.'297 16 0
Rockino'm 176 0 0 0 O' '176 2,212 0 3,473 161' ~ 5847\;';5,1'5'674 58 7
Serpentine 2,803 679 2,751 11,078 617'316 189 5,557 1,902 07,6481;:: >132'621 165 26
Swan 1 476 292 3 12266 814,046 271 81 3,017 833,452/;'32729 276 24
Waain 478 3536 264 0 0 '4,217 9956 0 0 0 .' .9956 134 186
Wane/Stirl 148 0 1,598 40 009 0 41755 1 0 1,071 82'1,154 236 9
Waroona 6,510 194 3 0 06706 1153,583 0 53~'375Uf:i,1SjQ3 99 29
West Arthur 1128 6,858 2429 0 63 ,'10,478 16,269 0 0 0'16269 183 212
Wickepin 475 3138 21 0 34 '3668 8,461 0 0 0 8461 118 203
Woodanillina 117 1 618 324 107 0 .'.2,166 5,933 0 0 0 5,933 67 102
SOUTHWEST 106585 "50 6422691186 587 266270 990121'021:132 93825,252'1,752280'963 ;.5,3142 552
mO'PAuGVI::W.: ':282'1C)0237
'
100 17350C):894C)0 i'1S'1()(j685200514600142;600293002,800749'3004j196'415 '13,13721:12'.<182
Source: ABS-Agslats
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